CITRUS BELT OPEN DOUBLES CHAMPIONSHIP
TOURNAMENT LONG SIDEPOTS
THE 3-6-9 STRIKE SIDEPOT: Cost is $5.00 per entry. Bowler must strike in frames 3, 6 and 9 in
all three games of squad entered. If multiple bowlers achieve this, then the total prize money
in the fund will be divided by the total number of bowlers that get all nine strikes. If NO bowler
gets all 9 strikes, then the sidepot will rollover to the next tournament. However, 50% of the
monies collected will be paid out to bowlers getting 8 of 9 strikes (50% of monies collected will
be divided by the total number bowlers getting 8 of 9 strikes).
Current Roll-over pot is $245.00.
THE CLEAN 30 SIDEPOT: Cost is $5.00 per entry. Bowler must be clean through 30 frames (NO
Open Frames). 10th Frame will count as clean if bowler gets first strike or if bowler spares to
start the tenth frame. If multiple bowlers achieve this, then the total prize money collected will
be divided by the total number of bowlers that remain clean through all thirty frames. If NO
bowler remains clean for all thirty frames, then the side pot will rollover, in its entirety, to the
next tournament. Current Roll Over port is $255.
SCRATCH SINGLES SIDEPOT: Cost is $10.00. Payout will be 1 in 5. Bowler may enter in every
squad they participate.
SCRATCH DOUBLES SIDEPOT: Cost is $10.00 per Doubles entry. Payout will be 1 in 5. You are
allowed to enter with multiple partners on the same squad. You may partner with the same
partner during a different squad, but may cash only once with the same partner. Enter
regardless of how many partners a bowler might have on a given squad.
CENTURY DOUBLES SIDEPOT: Cost is $10.00 per Doubles Entry. Payout will be 1 in 5. Both
bowlers’ ages must total 100 or more to be eligible to enter this sidepot. Bowlers can enter
with multiple partners on the same squad, provided both ages total 100 or more. Participant’s
age for this event is their age as of October 1, 2019.
WOMEN’S ONLY SIDEPOT: Cost will be $10.00 per Women's Doubles Entry. Payout will be 1 in
4. A woman can enter with multiple women on the same squad.

